ELA CAPSTONE WILL TAKE PLACE DURING ELA 12

READING
Critical Thinker, Self-Advocate, Communicator, Collaborator,

WRITING
Critical Thinker, Self-Advocate, Communicator, Collaborator,

COMMUNICATING
Critical Thinker, Self-Advocate, Collaborator, Communicator, Citizen

RESEARCH
Critical Thinker, Self-Advocate, Collaborator, Communicator, Citizen

ALL UNITS DESCRIBED SHARE THE SAME CONNECTIONS TO CAPSTONE REQUIREMENTS:
Evaluate the credibility of an argument from the text; clearly and fairly represent all points of view, evaluate the reliability of a text; sort details and evidence to draft ideas about themes, central ideas, or points of view.

All UNITS share the same Evidence of Success:

Reading: Read and evaluate six substantial sources. These six sources must be cited in an informative or argumentative

Writing: compose one substantial informative/argumentative academic paper using the six cited sources. And compose one less formal, narrative paper (i.e. personal cover letter, a personal narrative explaining their journey, etc)

Communicating; create a dynamic digital presentation

Research: Define the question of research, identify the significant or relevant sources